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Abstract 

Two-dimensional field effect transistors (2D FETs) with high mobility semiconducting 

channels and low contact resistance between the semiconducting channel and the metallic 

electrodes are highly sought components of future electronics. Recently, 2D boron sheets 

(borophene) offer a great platform for realizing ideal 2D FETs but stable semiconducting 

phases still remain much unexplored. Herein, based on first-principles calculations and tight-

binding model, we first clarify that α'−boron is the most stable semiconductor phase of boron 

sheets, while reveal the mechanism of metal-to-semiconductor transition from α− to α'−boron. 

Then we demonstrate that the carrier mobility in α′− and metastable
3

S boron should be very 

high, due to small effective masses of electrons and holes, as a good candidate material for 2D 

FETs. Considering further the lateral contacts between semiconducting α′ and metallic 

borophene, we find that the α′− and 
3

S boron sheet can form Ohmic contacts with selected 

metallic boron sheets, without Schottky barrier. The high energetic stability and excellent 

mobility properties of α′−boron sheet together with its good contact match to metallic 

borophene electrodes are promising for fully boron-based FETs in the real 2D atomically thin 

limit. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Field effect transistors (FETs) based on 2D materials have attracted intense interest because 

they show promise for short-channel FETs. Compared to the 3D case, electrons in 2D materials 

are confined in naturally atomically thin channels and, hence, all carriers are uniformly 

influenced by the gate voltage, which allows the suppression of current leakage.1 In general, 

the performance of 2D FETs is determined by the semiconducting channel material and the 

contact resistance between the semiconducting channel and the metallic electrodes. The 

channel materials require 2D semiconductors with high carrier mobility (permitting the fast 

switching speed) and of sizable bandgaps (to ensure high on/off ratio); this rules out graphene 

for FET applications because of its absence of gap, despite the extremely high mobility due to 

its linear band dispersion near the Dirac points. Currently, the predominant channel materials 

for 2D FETs are phosphorene and transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs) such as MoS2.
2-4 

While the former often suffers serious stability issue, the latter has relatively low carrier 

mobility.5 Consequently, novel FET channel materials are still desired. Besides the intrinsic 

properties of channel materials, the contact issue between the channels and the electrodes is 

another challenging problem for 2D short-channel FETs. To reach the ballistic limits in scaled 

FETs for energy-efficient logic switching,1 the contact resistance must be below certain values, 

i.e., forming Ohmic contact. The commonly existing Schottky barrier between 2D channels 

and metallic electrodes must be reduced. For this purpose, strategies like using heavily doped 

multilayers as contacts and using selective electrodes such as scandium for MoS2 FETs have 

been proposed with limited success. Recently, phase engineering shows promise to reduce the 

contact resistance between the 2D channels and electrodes by forming their lateral 

heterostructures. For example, contact resistance in semiconducting 2H-MoS2 FETs is 

impressively decreased when using metallic 1T-MoS2 as the electrode, mainly due to the 

atomically sharp interface and lower Schottky barrier between the phases.3, 6 Besides, phase 
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engineering in MoTe2 by laser irradiation has been shown to fabricate Ohmic contacts.7 

While phase engineering strategy offers a promising route for building 2D FETs based on 

lateral heterostructures with low contact resistance, it requires a 2D material to have both 

semiconducting and metallic phases, with similar lattices, for forming lateral heterostructures 

with sharp interfaces.8 Recently, boron sheets are proposed to be ideal systems for the ideal 2D 

FETs.9 Boron (B), on the left of carbon in the periodic table, is one of the most mysterious 

elements due to its multicenter chemical bond, exhibiting diverse 2D structures.10 Unlike 

graphene, the honeycomb structure of boron sheet is difficult to be stabilized since boron lacks 

one electron to maintain sp2 hybridization.11-12 Derived from B80 fullerene,13 the triangular 

sheet with various hollow hexagons is more favorable for boron sheet,14-17 resulting in various 

chemical and physical properties. Until now, most of 2D boron are concluded to be metallic,14-

16, 18-19 whereas a few particular structures reveal semiconducting characteristic,16, 20 such as 

α′,16

3

S ,20 antiferromagnetic borophenes (AFM-B),21 and B12-1,
9 et. al. While the 

polymorphism of 2D boron sheets might hold great potential for the above-mentioned phase-

engineering 2D FETs, the realization of real devices relies on the successful fabrication of 

various boron phases. So far, the experimentally synthesized boron sheets are all triangle-

lattice-based metallic boron sheets and they generally have much lower total energies than most 

of the proposed semiconducting boron phases except the α′ phase which not only has small 

total energies compared to the metallic phases but also has similar triangle lattices, making it 

very promising for the channel of boron FETs. However, depending on the computational 

functionals, α′ phase appears either metallic or semiconducting. Therefore, to make boron-

sheet-based 2D FETs come true, it is very important to clarify the stability, electronic, transport 

and contact properties of α′ boron sheet.  

In this work, we perform first-principles and tight binding (TB) model calculations to analyze 

the electronic and transport properties of α′−boron sheet. First, the electronic structures of two 
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of the most energetically stable boron sheets, α-boron14 and α′-boron16, are verified by hybrid 

Heyd-Scuseria-Ernzerhof (HSE06) functional and GW0 approximations to resolve the 

previous controversies.14-16 We demonstrate α′-boron is semiconducting (and dynamically 

stable), while α-boron is metallic (but was found to display soft phonon mode suggesting 

possible dynamic instability)16. TB model is adopted to give deeper insight into the electronic 

difference between them, revealing that the metal-semiconductor transition from α-boron to α′-

boron is due to hybridization between π-bond and s+px,y orbitals caused by the structure 

buckling. Furthermore, α′-boron is found to have high electron mobility (~ 20,000 cm2V-1s-1) 

because the conduction-band minimum (CBM) is dominated by a π bond, similar to graphene. 

Besides α′-boron, another semiconducting 
3

S -boron sheet predicted by Xu et. al20 with a 

triangle-lattice and higher energy is also considered as 2D FET channel, with relatively high 

carrier mobility as well. To choose appropriate contact electrodes which can form Ohmic 

contact with the above two semiconductors, in order to design the fully boron-sheet-based 2D 

FETs, the work functions of various metallic 2D boron phases are studied. Our results show 

that semiconducting 2D boron channels can form Ohmic contact with boron metallic phases, 

i.e. B1/27 (derived from B36 cluster)22 and B1/10 sheets can form Ohmic contact with α′-boron 

sheet and B1/10 and χ3 sheets can form Ohmic contact with 
3

S -boron sheet. Our study will be 

helpful for the design of all-monoelemenal 2D FETs from semiconducting and metallic boron 

sheets. 

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

The density functional theory (DFT) calculations have been performed using the Vienna ab 

initio Simulation Package (VASP).23-24 The projector-augmented wave (PAW) potentials with 

the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (GGA-PBE) formulation 

are used with a cut-off energy 500 eV. The selected 2D Brillouin zones, sampled in the 

Monkhorst-Pack scheme, are determined by performing extensive convergence analyses (the 
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change of energy is less than 10-5 eV). A vacuum layer with 15 Å thickness is introduced to 

eliminate interaction between layers. To obtain accurate electronic structure of α- and α′-boron, 

hybrid HSE06 functional and partially self-consistent GW0 calculations are employed.25-26 The 

standard exact-exchange mixing parameter α of 0.25 is used for the HSE06 functional. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Figure 1. Top and side views of structures for (a) α- and (b) α′-boron sheets. Red denotes boron 

atoms moved off the plane. The blue dashed line indicates the selected unit cell. 

α-boron sheet (Figure 1(a)), derived by unfolding B80 fullerene into 2D forms, is found to be 

one of most stable 2D boron sheets.14-15 It is composed of triangular lattice patterned by isolated 

hollow hexagons, with a D6h symmetry. However, Wu et. al found α-boron is dynamic unstable 

due to some negative frequencies in the out-plane atomistic ZA mode, implying that it will 

transform into slightly buckled α′-boron (Figure 1(b)),16 having lower energy than α phase. In 

α′-boron sheet, the boron atoms that have 6 bonds with neighbors are shifted off the plane in 

alternating directions (Figure 1(b)), reducing the symmetry to D3d.  

 
Figure 2. The band structures of (a) α- and (b) α′-boron sheet. Blue lines are projected pz 

orbitals of six-bonding boron atoms and red lines denote projected pz orbitals of five-bonding 
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boron atoms. The insets (c) and (d) are projected s, px, py orbitals of 6- and 5-bonding boron 

atoms, respectively. The color map represents their contributions. 

Different from previous result that α-boron is semiconducting based on hybrid PBE0 

calculation,16 HSE06 (Figure 2(a)) and more accurate GW0 (see supporting information Figure 

S1(a)) calculations reconfirm α-boron as a metal, whereas α′ phase is a semiconductor with an 

indirect band gap of ~ 0.25 eV (according to more precise GW0 calculation, Figure S1(b)), but 

visibly smaller (~ 0.12 eV) in Figure 2(b) obtained with HSE06 functional. Since the HSE06 

functional gives overall dispersion curves similar to GW0 (Figure 2 and Figure S1), our 

following calculations employ the HSE06. Based on the projected band structure, the states 

around the Fermi level are dominantly contributed by pz orbitals in α- and α′-boron (Figure 2), 

which is similar to graphene. Then, the TB model including the pz orbitals is adopted to gain 

further insight into the difference between them. The Hamiltonian with nearest neighbour (NN) 

hopping is as following, 

0 NNH H H                                                             (1)  

where H0 and HNN are on-site energy and NN hopping, respectively. They read 

†

0

,

L L L

L

H C C  


 , 

†

,

NNH t C C  
 

  , 

where 
LC  and †

LC  represent the electron creation and annihilation operators at site α of 

sublattice L, respectively. tαβ is the hopping integral from site α to nearest neighbour site β, 

where =   . After considering the symmetry of α-boron, the hopping integrals can be 

divided into three groups (see Figure 3(a)): t1 - between two different hollow hexagons (e.g. 

atom 1 to 2), t2 - between hexagonal center and edge (e.g. atom 1 to 8), and t3 - between same 

hollow hexagons (e.g. atom 1 and 4), respectively. The on-site energy has two groups: the on-

site energy of the atoms with five bonds (ε1) and that of atoms with six bonds (ε2). Therefore, 

the total Hamiltonian in reciprocal space is summarized as following, 
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† † †1 1
= ( ).

l l l m m l

i i

l k k lm k k k k

l lm

H C C t e C C e C C
N N

                                              (2) 

The eight-band TB model is employed to fit the band structure according to the HSE06 results 

(Table 1). By comparing the model bands with HSE06 bands, we can see that they agree well 

with each other except in some small regions (Figure S3(a)). The obtained values for on-site 

energy ε1 and ε2 are -1.90 and -2.65 eV, respectively, indicating lower pz orbitals energy in 

sixfold-bonded atoms. Thus, the metallic properties of α-boron are fully caused by unsaturated 

 bonding of five-bonded atoms, which is in good agreement with projected HSE06 results 

(Figure 2(a)).  

Table 1. Fitted TB model parameters (eV) to match HSE06 results in α-boron sheet. 

 t1 t2 t3 1 2 

-boron 2.55 2.05 2.19 -1.90 -2.65 

 

 

Figure 3. (a) Sketched electron hopping between nearest-neighbor atoms. (b) TB model 

results with t2=1.6 eV, ε2=-2.2 eV. The band structure opens a gap. 

In α′-boron sheet, due to lack of mirror symmetry, pz states are slightly coupled to px and py 

states, as well as s states (Figure 2(c-d)), leading to the opening of a band gap around Γ point. 

Unlike α-boron sheet, the -bond between hexagonal center and edge is disturbed by s and px,y 

orbitals, which have effects on the on-site energy of six-fold bonded atoms as well as the 

hopping energy between six- and five-fold bonded atoms. Accordingly, we change the values 
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of t2 and ε2 to 1.6 and -2.2 eV, respectively, in the α-boron sheet TB model. As expected, these 

lead to metal-semiconductor transition in the system (Figure 3(b)), which is consistent with 

HSE06 results. If one continuously decreases the values of t2 to 1.4 eV and increases ε2 to -2.0 

eV, the corresponding band gap becomes larger (Figure S3(b)). Therefore, we conclude that 

semiconducting properties of α′-boron sheet are mainly caused by the hybridization between 

-bond and s+px,y orbitals. 

Table 2. Total energies (eV/atom) of semiconducting α′-boron sheet in comparison with 

previous semiconducting boron sheet. 

  s
3 

(ref.20) 
B8-1 

 (ref.9) 

B12-  

(ref.9) 

AFM-B 

(ref.21) 

E -6.282 -6.202 -6.207 -6.208 -6.162 

After confirming the semiconducting properties of α′-boron sheet, we then compare its total 

energy with other semiconducting boron phases. As seen in Table 2, α′-boron sheet is the most 

stable one among the semiconducting boron sheets. Considering its similar lattice with those 

metallic phases, we expect the most experimental feasibility of α′-boron sheet. 

Because -bonding plays a predominant role near the Fermi surface, quasi-linear dispersion 

is found near the CBM at Γ point, indicating much smaller effective electron masses and thus 

promising electron mobility. To calculate the carrier effective masses, the parabolic 

approximation for the band structure near the band edges is employed,  

2
2

*
( )

2
i

i

E k k
m

                                                                    (3) 

where the effective mass mi
* is mh

* for holes and me for electrons. As expected, the electron 

effective mass (only ~0.05 m0) in α′-boron is strikingly an order of magnitude smaller than 

typical values, i.e. 0.14 m0 for monolayer black phosphorus,27 and 0.45 m0 for monolayer 

MoS2.
28 For the holes, the flat dispersion around the VBM leads to a larger value, which, 

however, is still relatively small (~0.36 m0). To estimate the carrier mobility of α′-boron, the 
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phonon-limited scattering model is used considering two orthogonal directions Γ-M’ (x) and 

Γ-K (y) as indicated in Figure 2. The formula is, 5, 27, 29-30 

                                                             
3

* 2

1

=
( )i

B i d

e C

k Tm m E
                                                         (4) 

where md is the carrier average effective mass determined by 
* *

ed hm m m . E1 is deformation 

potential constant of the VBM for hole or the CBM for electron along the transport direction, 

defined by 
1 0/ ( / )i

iE E l l   , where ΔEi is the energy shift of VBM/CBM with respect to the 

lattice dilation/compression from the equilibrium distance l0 by a distance of Δl along the 

transport direction. The elastic modulus term C is obtained following the expression as  (E-

E0)/S0=C(l/l0), where S0 is the lateral area of the equilibrium cell, and E0 and E are the total 

energies of the equilibrium cell and dilated/compressed cells, respectively. To fit the value of 

C and E1, we perform total energy calculations for different l/l0 in the range of -0.5% to +0.5% 

along the x or y direction. These quantities are calculated using HSE06 functional and the 

corresponding data are presented in Table 3. Note that, the larger values of C in α′-boron 

indicate the stronger bonding between boron atoms. As expected, our predicted mobility for 

α′-boron has very large values for electrons (~2×104 cm2V-1s-1 compared to ~103 for monolayer 

black phosphorus2) and significant values for holes (~1500 cm2V-1s-1) as well. Besides, we find 

the mobility is nearly isotropic, almost identical along different directions for both electrons 

and holes. The asymmetric behaviors for electron and hole mobility can be understood from 

the -bonding in α′-boron. In detail, the predominant contributions of -bond in the CBM, 

combined with stronger conjugated effect, are more favorable for transport properties. 

However, the s+px,y orbitals are involved to couple with pz orbitals in the VBM (Figure 2(c-d)), 

which destroys the conjugated effect between -bond. In addition, the value of E1 for holes is 

somewhat larger than that of electrons, also indicating wavefunctions of pz orbitals have more 

overlap between s+px,y orbitals. 
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Table 3. Calculated carrier effective masses (in unite of m0), deformation potentials (eV), 

elastic moduli (Jm-2), and carrier mobilities (cm2V-1s-1) along Γ-M’ (x) and Γ-K (y) for α′-boron 

at 300 K. 

 mx* my* E1x E1y Cx Cy x y 

electron 0.052 0.053 3.890 3.759 184.75 187.26 21148 21377 

hole 0.368 0.367 4.337 4.920 184.75 187.26 1928 1519 

 

Alternatively, the carrier mobility μ can also be estimated using the Boltzmann transport 

theory, which is expressed as = / ne  ,5, 31 where σ donates the carrier conductivity, n is the 

carrier density, and e is the elementary charge. The value of σ can be calculated using 

Boltzmann method implemented in Wannier90 with a constant carrier relaxation time τ31 while 

n can be easily calculated from DFT using the following expressions,32 

 

1

0 1

g f f

B B

g

E E E

k T k T

E
n e d e D



 


 

   
  
  

  (for electron density),                     (5) 

 

1

0

0 1

f

B B

E

k T k Tp e d e D



 




 



 
  

  
    (for hole density),                              (6) 

where D(ε) represents the density of states with zero energy set at the VBM, Ef is the Fermi 

level, and Eg is band gap. Both σ and n are functions of electron chemical potentials or Fermi 

levels. Here, the carrier relaxation time is fitted as around 90 fs to match the value of electron 

or hole mobility, which is similar to previous works for phosphorene5, 30 and the obtained 

results are shown in Figure S4. As we can see, both the hole and electron mobility are isotropic 

along the x and y directions, and electron mobility is about an order magnitude higher than hole 

mobility, in good agreement with the results obtained using the phonon-limited scattering 

model. However, this method doesn’t require the dilation or compression of the equilibrium 

cells to obtain C and E1 and also doesn’t need to find two orthogonal directions, which is 

computationally cheaper and convenient. We apply this method to another semiconducting 
3

S  
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boron (Figure 4(a)) along the two directions defined in Figure 4(b) by assuming the same 

relaxation time, which is reasonable as both α′-boron and 
3

S  boron sheets have similar boron 

triangle lattices. 
3

S boron has a direct band gap of 0.42 eV near Y-point, shown in Figure S5. 

Different from α′-boron, 
3

S  boron has relatively large and anisotropic carrier mobility, i.e., 

the hole mobility (about 9×103 cm2V-1s-1) in Y-Γ direction (denoted as y direction) is higher 

than that (about 6×103 cm2V-1s-1) in Y-M direction (denoted as x direction), whereas the 

electron mobility in Y-M direction (~1.45×104 cm2V-1s-1) is larger than Y-Γ direction (~7×103 

cm2V-1s-1). Besides, the carrier mobility along the Y-M direction shows asymmetric behavior 

for electrons and holes, that is, the electrons are being more mobile similar to the case in the 

α′-boron. In general, the carrier mobility is largely (although not solely) determined by their 

effective masses, which for the 
3

S  boron can be calculated based on parabolic approximation 

above, yielding for the hole (electron) 0.24 m0 (0.14 m0) in Y-M direction, and 0.19 m0 (0.21 

m0) in Γ-Y direction, which explains the above obtained respective carrier mobilities and 

anisotropic electronic transport behaviors in 
3

S  boron. By comparing the mobility results of 

α′ and 
3

S  boron, we conclude that α′-boron is more favorable for n-type FETs and 
3

S  boron 

is more favorable for p-type FETs. 

 
Figure 4. (a) Top view of 

3

S  boron sheet. The blue dashed line indicates the selected unit cell. 

(b) Carrier mobility in 
3

S  boron sheet calculated using = / ne  . The VBM is set as zero, 

while CBM is marked by the vertical dashed line. The plateaus above the VBM stand for the 
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hole mobility while the plateaus below the CBM stand for the electron mobility. The pink 

polygon denotes its Brillouin zone, with high symmetry points. Note that the peaks near the 

middle of bandgaps are caused by the too small carrier densities, which amplify any 

computational errors in σ, making results not very reliable and therefore indicated by dashed 

gray lines.  

 

Figure 5. (a) Fermi level positions of various metallic boron sheets denoted as circles with 

respect to the vacuum level, which is set as zero (structures are shown in Supporting 

Information Figure S6). The VBM and CBM positions and the band gaps in semiconducting α′ 

- (red) and 
3

S - (blue) boron sheets are also shown. Color map and gray-level circles indicate 

the formation energy difference between B1/8 and various metallic boron sheets. (b) The height 

of Schottky barrier ζ between n/p-type semiconducting and various metallic boron sheets. Red 

solid (hollow) circles indicate n-type (p-type) α′ boron sheets. Blue solid (hollow) squares 

indicate 
3

S n-type (p-type) boron sheets.  Gray region indicates the formation of Ohmic 

contacts. 

After demonstrating that the α′ and 
3

S  layers are semiconductors with high carrier mobility, 

we now turn to the contacts between these two semiconducting boron phases and other well-

known metallic phases. The contact resistance is known as a major challenge for 2D FETs, 

owing to the formation of a Schottky barrier between metallic electrode and semiconducting 

channel. Thus, the performance of FETs strongly depends on the choice of metallic electrode. 

Fortunately, boron itself provides various 2D metallic phases to serve as electrodes of 

semiconducting boron sheets. Here, several stable metallic phases are selected to calculate their 

work functions based on HSE06 functionals. The obtained Fermi level positions for metallic 
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boron sheets are shown in Figure 5(a), along with the CBM and VBM positions for α′ and 
3

S  

boron. Since the Anderson rule must hold for lateral junctions, and in accord to the theoretical 

investigation in Zhang et. al,33 the height of barrier ζ for metal-semiconductor junction is 

defined by Schottky-Mott rule as ζn=φ-χ for n-type semiconducting channels and ζp=χ+Eg-φ 

for p-type semiconducting channels, where χ is electron affinity of semiconducting channels, 

and φ is work function of metallic boron sheets. The values of ζ for n- and p-type 

semiconducting boron sheet channels using different boron metallic electrodes are summarized 

in Figure 5(b), in which the zero or negative ζ represents the Ohmic contacts. As we can see, 

the Fermi level positions of some metallic boron sheets are outside the band gaps of α′ and 
3

S  

boron sheets. Consequently, the Ohmic contacts can be formed between metallic boron sheet 

and α′ and 
3

S  boron sheets, which is highly desired for 2D FETs. For example, B1/27 and B1/10 

sheets are favorable to form Ohmic contacts with α′-boron for n-type FETs, while more options 

can be chosen for the p-type semiconducting channels, such as B1/8, B5/12, B1/6, and even 

triangular boron sheets. More importantly, all the boron sheets considered here share the same 

triangle boron lattice, while differ merely in B-vacancy distribution, ensuring the good metal-

semiconductor lateral interfaces, and suggesting the possibility of fully boron-based atomically 

thin FETs, Figure 6. Besides, a large number of 2D boron FETs can be easily integrated on one 

large piece of boron sheet by making different patterns, paving the way to large scale integrated 

circuits. 

 
Figure 6. Sketched fully boron-based atom-thin FETs device. The electrodes consist of 

metallic boron sheets, and the semiconducting channel is α′ (shown) or
3

S -boron sheet.    
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4. CONCLUSION 

In summary, based on first-principles calculations and TB model, we have first clarified that 

α boron sheet is a metal, whereas α′ boron is a semiconductor with a finite band gap. The metal-

to-semiconductor transition from α− to α′−boron sheet is attributed to the disturbance of π 

bonding by s, px, and py orbitals, in α′−boron sheet. We then demonstrate the semiconducting 

α′−boron sheet has very high carrier mobility due to its small carrier effective masses. Similar 

high carrier mobility is also demonstrated in another newly reported semiconducting 
3

S boron 

sheet, indicating these semiconducting boron sheets can be good channel materials for 2D 

FETs. We further consider the lateral contacts between semiconducting and metallic boron 

sheets. We found that both α′− and 
3

S  boron sheets can form Ohmic contacts with selected 

metallic boron sheets without Schottky barriers. The excellent mobility properties of 

semiconducting boron sheets together with their good contact properties with metallic boron 

sheet electrodes, thus indicate that they can be very promising candidates for fully boron-sheet-

based FETs in the real 2D atomically thin limits. 
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